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Pre-departure Update: 

 

 
Spring is almost here, which means 

we are finalizing the details for our 

2018 summer exchange to 

colonial Granada, Nicaragua!  

 
Youth Spirit- catch it! 
A new generation is changing the 

way Nicaragua looks at the world, 

the youth of Nicaragua bring a 

new energy and attitude that is 

changing traditional views! Well- 

connected outside of political 

borders, the "Youth Movement" in 

Nicaragua is eager to be involved 

in every corner of the country! From 

new music genres, to solar cooking, 

the new Nicaragua  is reaching out 

to the rest of the world! 

 
Latin Americas youth movement is 

about embracing new ideas and 

collaborating across borders – our 

exchange students share a great 

deal  in common with local 

“Granadino” students, this is an 

optimistic time to experience the 

dynamics of life in the Americas. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
America, is a part of Latin America! 

 
We call it the "United States of Latin 

America"- building friendships 

across borders that strengthen 

communities, and enrich lives! 

 
It's a hopeful time for youth in 

Nicaragua and it is growing 

throughout the Americas- during your 

exchange we hope you feel the 

excitement  too! 

 
Enjoy our Pre-departure information 

We always welcome your questions! 

• Youth Service 

 
• Granada excursions 

 
• Medical Concerns 

 
• Successful Exchange 

 
• Our host schools 

 
• Program Coordinators 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What To Pack! 
Besides the usual effects - clothes, 

toiletries, a camera, and a good 

book - bring along a day pack or 

some type of smaller, secure 

receptacle; it will come in handy 

not only for day excursions, but also 

for when you want to stow your big 

bag but keep all your valuables 

within reach. Luggage: One carry- 

on and one checked luggage. 

 
Recommended  clothing 

(duration four weeks) 

6 T-shirts or Tank tops (a variety of 

shirts are sold locally) 

6 pairs underwear 

1 or 2 bathing suits 

1 lightweight sweater 

2 skirts (girls) 

2 dress shirts (cool lightweight) 

2 long - sleeved shirt 

3 pair of slacks 

3 pairs of shorts 

1 pair of lightweight walking, 

running, or hiking shoes (for 

rainforest hikes) 

1 pair of sturdy sandals or extra pair 

of running shoes 

6 pairs of socks 
1 Towel 

1 Lightweight rainjacket/umbrella 

Hat - for sports! 

 

Dress is city casual, but not 

“beach style” 

 
Laundry  is  provided! 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Weather in the Pacific region of 

Nicaragua in June and July, 

warm, sunny, humid, with 

periodic afternoon showers. 

 
Choose lightweight loose-fitting 

cotton garments or dryline 

products that protect you 

from the sun. Everything should 

be washable. Laundry is hand 

washed and hung out to 

dry, so take clothes that dry 

quickly. A mix and match of 

neutral colors in natural fabrics 

greatly simplifies traveling. 

 
Recommended Travel Essentials: 

Security wallet/to secure money 

Travel alarm or watch alarm 

Sunblock or sunscreen 

Lipblock 

Sunglasses 

2 Durable Water bottles (one in 

hand, the other in the fridge) 

One beach towel 

Insect repellent 

Small flashlight 

Notebook/Journal (many 

students enjoy making photo- 

journals of their trip) 

small Spanish dictionary 

 
Special dress activities: High 

school dance,(casual dress). If 

you plan to participate in local 

sports then bring extra shorts  

and t-shirts and appropriate foot 

gear. We get sweaty! 

Bring things to Share- 

We encourage you to bring 

anything that you enjoy sharing 

with others. That could be a 

frisbee, guitar, photos of family, 

favorite music or your favorite 

recipe from home. One student 

recommends bringing peanut 

butter, a month without 

peanut butter was 

“unbearable”. 

 
What you shouldn’t bring: 

Expensive video cameras, 

laptops, DVD players, jewelry, 

(any personal items you would 

not want to lose). 

 
I- Pods/Portable music players 

are not to be worn while out in 

public in Granada. You may use 

them in your room, or traveling. 

 
Cell phones are not allowed 

during the program, you may 

bring a cell phone for air travel 

reasons- then pack away the 

cell phone on arrival to 

Nicaragua. Cell phones are a 

great distraction to the 

immersion program, theft of cell 

phones is common in 

Nicaragua. You will need extra 

awareness while walking in 

Granada. 

 
Host Family Gifts- 

Bringing gifts are not required, 

if you do, bring something very 

simple such as chocolate for the 

host mother, you may also 

choose later in your trip to invite 

them for ice cream or coffee! 



We take care of your airfare! 
 

Our summer exchange includes 

roundtrip airfare! 
 

 We confirm your flight and 
connection times with you 
in mid - April. 

 

 Most Connections go 
through Miami. 

 
 

 We re-confirm your flight 

itinerary before departure! 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Communicating to Granada, Nicaragua 

For non-urgent communication to the Director, Ilba Prego please use our e-

mail: nica@tds.net 

For any special concerns parents can call us directly (24hrs.) our toll free line to Nicaragua: 

1-888-674-0408 

 
Call your Son/Daughter at their home-stay: Dial 011+505+Home number (supplied in May’s final departure info) 

Student’s communicating back to the U.S. For any call home to parents we supply telephone service free. 

For non-emergency students have access to free e-mail and internet. 

 
Documents, Cash, and Customs 

Nicaragua requires a passport valid beyond duration of your stay. (updating 

your passport is your responsibility, e-mail the new number to us) 

No visa or immunizations card is required for entry into Nicaragua. 

Reminder: Nicaragua Airport Customs requires a $10.00 tourist entry fee. Because of customs 

policies we are not able to include this fee in the program price. The program cost includes everything except: 

personal expenses! American dollars are accepted all over Nicaragua, and changing money in local banks is 

very easy. We recommend arriving in Nicaragua with approx. $200 in small bills ($5, $10) 

ATM machines are also available. Money can be wired direct to Western Union/Granada, 

Nicaragua. (Students are given an in-country orientation on handling money in Granada). 

Nicaragua money is the Cordoba, presently 30 Cordobas equal one Dollar. 

Recommended spending money in Nicaragua for snacks, arts and crafts, movies, t-shirts, between 

approximately $175.00-$300.00 

Note: Students who tend to run out of money during the trip, typically spend a lot of money 

eating out at local restaurants. Eating out more than once a week is expensive and takes away from the host 

family experience. 

Documents 

In your luggage store one copy of your passport and any other documents such as prescriptions. On arrival to 

Nicaragua supply one copy of your passport to program director. Remember: Applying for a passport takes six 

weeks so do not delay! 

mailto:nica@tds.net


 

 
 

Your first three days in Nicaragua! 
 
Day One: Miami/Managua 

The three hour Miami American Airlines flight to Nicaragua arrives early evening. After having their passports 

stamped, and gathering their luggage, students are met by program staff and director, Ilba Prego. Because we 

do not drive at night, students stay over at the Best Western Airport Hotel. This also allows staff to meet students, 

eat dinner, collect late arriving luggage, and help prepare students for the next morning events at the high 

school. Our staff will be staying with students at the hotel. Each student will call home to confirm  safe arrival. 

 
Day Two: Arrive Granada 

After breakfast, students board the bus for a 50 minute 

drive to Granada. Students arrive around 10:00am where they are welcomed by the high school 

Colegio Maria Auxiliadora. Students get to know the school, meet the director,. Spanish teachers, 

youth leaders and Host families. Students depart with host families to settle into their homes and 

have lunch and siesta time. Around 4:30pm students enjoy a relaxing tour of Granada via horse 

and buggy. Evening is time to relax, get to know their host family before their first full day in Granada. 

 
Day Three: Granada. 

Students enjoy their first breakfast with their host family. The Host family 

escorts each student to the high school for their 8:45am Spanish session. Students receive a 

detailed orientation on program safety, health, money issues, curfews, program expectations, cultural 

considerations, communication, and activity schedule. During this time Spanish levels are organized through 

short interviews, each student is then assigned to their small language group and begin planning their Spanish 

week with their Spanish Teacher. Later that afternoon, students visit their youth service projects. Early evening 

introduction into dance and music, cultural activities and sports offered to the students. 

 
The first week is an exciting time for students, along with the changes in culture and daily 

routine, is the demands of language! When communication issues or cultural differences 

arise students are strongly encouraged to share their concerns with the staff as soon as possible, 

most often there is an easy solution. 



Spanish sessions = engagement! 
Your Spanish session starts at the high school at 8:45 

a.m. and finishes at 12:00pm Students are divided 

up into small groups based on language level and 

experience. Your first few days in language sessions 

will focus on interacting with your host family and 

cultural aspects of Spanish. Each student will be 

given individual tasks and unique opportunities to 

experience local culture. The Spanish sessions will 

also include interaction with the high school. Each 

week there will be many activities from cooking to 

shopping in the market to working with local artists. 

All the activities are centered around helping 

students to interact in Spanish in a variety of 

environments. We include one-on-one tutoring! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lunch/Siesta 12:00 to 2:45PM 

Students return home for lunch and personal free 

time. 

 
2:45PM - 5:00 

Community Service – Youth Exchange! 

This is an extremely fun and enjoyable way to share 

your time with local kids. Not only will your Spanish 

improve but you will learn a lot about life in 

Nicaragua from the friendship and outlook of local 

kids. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Working with kids is meant to be enjoyable, we are 

not interested in changing lives, we are interested in 

building trust, making friends and creating 

memories. After all, childhood is about building 

lasting memories, it’s what give us character and 

instills hope. Regardless of the difficulties facing kids 

in Nicaragua, they have a very strong sense of 

character created through their tight bonds with 

friends and family in the barrio. Local kids are very 

trusting and have a sincere interest in learning  

about life outside of Granada. Share your interests 

and talents and you will gain a new perspective on 

how Spanish can impact your future. Students 

receive their Community Service Assignment during 

the first two days in-country. We match students by 

their interests and talents, and accordingly to the 

community service projects available. All service 

activities involve children and youth. You can 

incorporate your talents simply by bringing 

something with you that you would be willing to 

share. Could be anything from bringing your  

musical instrument to bringing your chess board. 

Remember, we do it for fun - no expectations, just 

fun. We provide a certificate documenting your 

service and Spanish hours. 

 
 
 

three requirements to a successful 

youth exchange 

 1st . Be yourself! 

 2nd . Take action (there’s no time 

to sit on the sidelines, jump in!) 

 3rd. Nothing should be serious, 

laugh out loud, laugh at yourself 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Granada da y  excursions! 
We run all of our own excursions and we make  

our own adventures, every year we try something 

new! We include the best local adventures for our 

students, but of course safety is our first priority  

and with each excursion we discuss all related 

safety issues. We never confirm our excursions as 

they are dependent on weather and  local 

conditions. Our most frequent trips include those 

listed below. Blue Crater Lake Swim: A short 

distance from Granada is our favorite swimming 

hole “Apoyo”, great place to relax and cool your 

head after a long day of Spanish. Tortilla making 

and Open market: Most of Nicaragua’s families 

work together to earn a living, in small groups we 

will enjoy a hands on experience with these 

families in their home or at the market. Nicaragua 

is a diverse agricultural country, we will stroll 

through the oldest operating market in Central 

America, Granada is the center of a rich farming 

region, hundreds of buyers and sellers make it to 

Granada’s vibrant market each morning. The real 

fun in the market is talking to the many sellers and 

families that bring the market to life. This market 

does not contain any arts or crafts, but bring a 

small amount of money to enjoy bargaining with 

the locals. Mombacho Cloudforest: This sleeping 

volcano provides a refreshing break from the  

heat of Granada. We will four wheel drive into the 

clouds of Mombacho for a visit to Mombacho’s 

biological field station. Planned activities: 

afternoon hike along Mombacho’s  rainforest 

crater, enjoy an incredible diversity of plant life. 

 

Island Tour: Lake Nicaragua Relaxing boat ride 

through the channels of Granada’s small tropical 

islands. Lake Nicaragua is Latin America’s great 

freshwater tropical watershed that extends all the 

way to the Caribbean Sea, some 180 miles from 

Granada. The region contains the largest rainforest 

north of the Amazon, hundreds of tropical islands, 

ancient Indian burial grounds, colonial fortresses  

and two active volcanoes that rise out of the Lake’s 

center. Many rare species inhabit its waters  

including freshwater bull sharks, and sawfish. The 

lake is traveled extensively by local people in hand 

made boats or public ferry’s that shuttle people 

and goods to markets from Granada to Costa Rica. 

San Juan del Oriente and Catarina: Experience 

some of Latin America’s great ceramic artists, see 

how families work together on beautiful detailed 

ceramic pieces. Try making a pot yourself, enjoy 

shopping and visiting with local folk in this quaint 

and friendly village. Masaya market and Masaya 

Volcano National Park Enjoy the Masaya arts and 

crafts “Mecca” of Nicaragua. We will stop for about 

an hour and half so everyone has a chance to buy 

some unique and well priced handmade items. This 

market is especially popular for its colorful 

hammocks. About half and hour down the Pan- 

American highway is Masaya Volcano National 

Park and the smoking rim of Santiago crater. You 

can hike part of the crater, this is quite a sight, and 

the closest you will ever get to an active crater. 

Pacific Coast retreat- We load up the ice and 

sunscreen and pile into our bus for the 90 minute trip 

to one of Nicaragua’s beaches. Relax, catch a 

wave or climb a coconut tree, this trip celebrates 

the beauty of Nicaragua’s many rustic beaches. 



Medical Concerns: 
Before leaving for Nicaragua make sure your 

immunizations are up to date by checking with your 

health clinic’s travel specialist. We do not require 

vaccinations, we do however recommend that you 

consult with your health clinic, as they are health 

professionals who will provide their expert insight  

into healthy travel based on your health history and 

preferences. Remember to keep the program 

director informed of all medical issues and 

medicines prescribed to your child during the 

program dates. If your child is taking a prescription, 

pack enough for the duration of the trip. 

 
When discussing your child’s upcoming trip with 

your doctor it should be noted that visiting students 

will not be living in a rural poverty stricken 

environment, we have clean water, comfortable 

healthy homes, with carefully prepared foods. 

 
CDC (www. cdc. gov) 

Recommends that you see a health-care provider 

who specializes in Travel Medicine. If you have a 

medical condition, you should also share your travel 

plans with any doctors you are currently seeing for 

other medical reasons. 

 
Vaccine-Preventable Diseases Recommended: 

Hepatitis A or immune globulin (IG)  

Recommended for all unvaccinated people 

traveling to or working in countries with an 

intermediate or high level of hepatitis A virus 

infection  where exposure might occur through 

food or water. Cases of travel-related hepatitis A 

can also occur in travelers to developing countries 

with "standard" tourist itineraries, accommodations, 

and food consumption behaviors. 

Typhoid 

Recommended for all unvaccinated people 

traveling to or working in Mexico and Central 

America, especially if visiting smaller cities, villages, 

or rural areas and staying with friends or relatives 

where exposure might occur through food or water. 

Optional Treatment: 

Malaria: (no risk) The U.S. Department of State 

recommends No prophylaxis anti-malarial 

medication is required for Managua and the 

western, Pacific coast region of Nicaragua 

including Granada. 

Rabies: Vaccine is not required as students will not 

be living in rural areas and are not permitted 

to handle pets or wild animals. 

 
 

Medication- Yes/No? 

Malaria – has not been reported 

in Granada, some students take 

medication others do not. 

Because we are not medical 

professionals, that decision 

should be made in consultation 

with your family/local physician. 

 
We often do not see many 

mosquitoes, but we do use nets, 

repellent and fans. 

 
 No student has contracted a 

mosquito born illness, nor has 

any student been hospitalized! 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
How we stay healthy in Nicaragua: 
Water: While in Nicaragua students drink bottled 

water only, though the water in Granada is safe we 

prefer to avoid any possible changes in water 

quality. Students should bring 2 water bottles to 

keep full at all times. One water bottle to carry with 

them the other kept in the refrigerator. We 

supply bottled water in the home, during their 

Spanish sessions, and on all excursions. Students 

simply refill their bottle. In order to avoid headaches 

and feeling sluggish you will need to double 

your water in-take while in Nicaragua. Start 

hydrating yourself before you depart. Avoid 

drinking soda drinks. Never share your water bottle, 

and keep them clean. 

http://www/


Food: 
Eating with your host family is always safest. Eat only 

in recommended restaurants and never eat 

food prepared on the street corner. When 

purchasing fruit, peel it yourself. In the tropics, germs 

are everywhere! So wash your hands frequently. Do 

not share water bottles, avoid rubbing your 

eyes, never handle dogs, cats, or monkeys. 

 
The Sun: 
The sun in the tropics is very intense! Even if you tan 

well, -don’t be fooled, you will burn in Nicaragua. 

From 10:30am to 3:00pm the sun is to be avoided at 

all cost! Between those hours wear a hat, sun block 

or long shirt. We continually remind students to 

protect themselves from the sun, yet every year a 

few students are not able to fully participate in fun 

excursions because they ignored our warnings 

about sunburn. 

 
Rest: 
Pace yourself! The tropics have a siesta for a very 

good reason, take advantage of it! At times 

you will feel zapped of strength, that is your signal to 

kick back and relax with a cold smoothie in 

the shade. During afternoon activities take short 

breaks to replenish water and energy. Especially  

the first week make sure you have plenty of rest, get 

to bed early. If you are constantly tired and 

worn-out your Spanish skills will drop sharply and so 

will your interest in participating. We pace 

the immersion program to help you cope with the 

changes in climate and culture, if you feel tired  

or are not sleeping well, it is extremely important 

that you inform us! Remember each person 

responds differently to climate change so do not try 

to keep up with others if you are feeling tired. 

 
If you become ill! 
No matter how severe, no matter what time of day! 

Immediately notify someone connected to the 

language program. Do not hesitate to wake-up 

your host family mother , or inform your Spanish 

teacher you feel weak. Do not wait to feel worse! 

Let us know, so we can watch over you and find 

the proper care. Always remember, a small rash, 

cut or other ailment can easily become infected 

in a tropical environment. Even minor ills and injuries 

need prompt attention. We want you to be 

healthy so you can enjoy your experience. 

 
When a student becomes ill? 
A few students each summer become ill from 

common ailments such as: colds, stomach aches, 

and headaches. When a student becomes sick, he 

or she is accompanied by a bilingual staff member 

to visit our program doctor. After seeing the doctor, 

the student is watched over until full recovery. The 

doctor visit is paid by the program, however 

prescribed medicines are paid by the student either 

at time of the visit or billed after program 

completion. Medicine bills are typically $10. 

 
For any medical emergency, students will be taken 

to Nicaragua’s finest private hospital Metropolitano 

Vivian Pellas. Located approximately 35 minutes 

from Granada, this modern facility is used by the 

U.S. Embassy staff. 

 
• Be sure to inform us of any special medical or diet 

needs. 

• Bring enough prescription medicine for program 

duration. 

 
Overseas Health Insurance is included in the 

program cost! 
 Each student is enrolled in our overseas 

health plan. 

 $50,000 for emergency health 

 Coverage begins at program start date. 

 Parents should also check their own policy 

to see if coverage is available. 
 
 

 
Nicaraguan’s eat a very healthy 

diet of beans, rice, fruits, tortillas, 

bread, vegetables, chicken, 

eggs, cheese. Lunch, tends to 

be the largest meal of the day. 
 

 
 

Food is grown locally, Granada 

is a community of diverse small 

farms, and ranches. 
 

 
 

Many families prepare and sell 

food products from the home 

such as cooked beans, tortillas, 

pastries, iced fruit. One of the 

unique aspects of Granada’s 

diet is its  variety’s of “refrescos” 

fruit drinks. From Pitaya (cactus) 

to Atol (cinnamon milk), a month 

will not be enough time to try 

them all, but we encourage you 

to try. 



The Keys – to interaction 
 

 
Making the most of your trip!, 
How to help your son/daughter make the most of 

their immersion experience.! 

 
When your son/daughter steps off the plane in 

Nicaragua, they will begin a journey to discover 

for themselves a new culture and community. You 

as a parent have invested in the belief that your 

young adult is ready to step out of their comfort 

zone and expand their own mental and physical 

borders. It takes a courageous parent to let go and 

allow their teen to step outside their own bubble, 

and enrich their lives with new ideas, new outlooks 

and new connections. 

 
Nicaragua will challenge them, it will challenge 

them to see the world differently, it will challenge 

their ability to cope in a foreign language, and it 

will challenge them to find ways to adapt. Each 

student responds differently to living in a foreign 

environment. The most successful students are not 

the students with the best language skills, the most 

successful students are those who jump into local 

culture with both feet and for four weeks focus their 

energy on absorbing community life in Nicaragua. 

Students who struggle tend to try and maintain 

daily communications with the U.S, they also avoid 

interacting locally by spending their free time only 

with fellow American students. This immersion 

experience you are providing your child will reward 

him or her with a new outlook on language. Help 

your child make the most of their visit to 

Granada by reviewing our side-bar suggestions. 

• When you take your child to the airport 

remind them that they will be returning in 

only a few weeks so take every 

opportunity to interact with Nicaraguan 

youth. 

 
• Discourage you child from calling home 

or constant e-mailing, (some students 

spend their immersion on the internet), one 

e-mail a week is plenty! Parents should 

avoid calling also, as it reminds students of 

home. 

 
• Encourage your child to eat meals with 

their host family, eating at restaurants more 

than once a week is detrimental to the 

immersion experience. 

 
• Encourage your child to seek out 

activities that include local youth and host 

siblings, not just fellow students. 

 
• Encourage your child to avoid “the 

Organizer”, each summer there is always 

one student who avoids both their host 

family and interacting in Spanish. This 

person we call the “Organizer” is only 

interested in socializing with fellow 

American students, he or she constantly 

tries to organize other students to hang out 

with. 

Encourage your son/daughter to first 

discuss any problems or issues with the 

program director before contacting 

parents stateside, this helps students to 

learn to problem solve in another culture. 

Often we can find an easy solution to what 

may seem like a complicated issue. 

 
Encourage your child to make mistakes in 

Spanish, and have as much fun as possible 

using the language. Students who gain the  

most language  confidence  are those who 

focus on active engagement, and not  

“Spanish usage”. The harder and more 

forced you study Spanish, the less you 

retain. Relaxed, interacting in meaningful 

ways and absorbing your surroundings is 

the easy way to gain real language skills. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our host high schools in Granada 
 

Five high schools are located within walking 

distance of Granada’s central plaza. We share 

activities with all five schools. Our host families all 

have children in the schools. Colegio Maria 

Auxiliadora is Granada’ historic high school located 

next to central plaza. The school provides a unique 

opportunity to experience the high school culture of 

Granada. Top students from “Maria” are selected as 

ambassadors to our exchange and help our visiting 

students integrate into the school social life.  

 
Granada’s historic high schools! 
We are honored to share our exchange with 

Granada’s high schools all share a very strong link 

to the community. Nicaragua is a strong Catholic 

country our schools provide a glimpse into the 

Catholic culture of Latin America, visiting students 

however are not expected to participate in any of 

the religious teachings at the school. As guests of 

the schools we are grateful to be included in all 

the high school activities. During your immersion 

we strongly encourage students to take every 

opportunity to connect with local students. Visiting 

students are welcome to participate in music, 

dance, sports or meet with local students to share 

conversation. Many of our former students made 

good friends at the high school and later returned 

to visit with their own family. During your stay the 

school is in session, school starts at 7:00am and 

gets out at 1:00pm. As part of the exchange we 

will facilitate activities with the high school 

including sponsoring high school dances. 

A City of Youth- 

Average age in Granada is 17 yrs. 

4 high schools are located 

Within two blocks of Central 

Plaza! 

This is not a sleepy tropical town, 

Granada, pop. 95,000, is vibrant 

and full of energy! 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Easy, relaxed environment, just be yourself! 



Be prepared to get active with your high school peers! 

 

 



Program Directors 
 
 
 
 
Ilba Prego, Director 

 

In 1978, Ilba was herself an exchange student to 

England. When she returned home to Granada 

she found her country at war, and her family torn 

apart. After her family’s business was confiscated 

in1981 she accepted a scholarship to study in 

Venezuela. In 1990, she returned to Granada  

and worked for the Ministry of Tourism. In 1998  

she re-started Granada’s high school exchange. 

Presently, Ilba assists with the Casa de La Mujer – 

Granada, and is a member of Rotary 

international. She previously organized study 

abroad programs for the University of Indiana 

and the University of Wisconsin. She has an 18 

year old daughter Sadie, -with her husband Tom, 

whom she met while he worked for Peace 

Corps, Nicaragua. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tom Coughlin, Logistics Coordinator 

Tom has twenty years working for Youth 

Development in Latin America. Prior to Peace 

Corps, Nicaragua, he worked for U.S. Embassy 

Security in Africa, In 1990, he was awarded the 

U.S. Humanitarian Service Medal for rescue 

missions in Liberia, Africa. He is the Founder of 

Chico Puente tech school and a member of 

Sector 67 and Engineers without Borders. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Discover Nicaragua Music and Culture: 

www.hechomagazine.com 

www.perrozompopo.com 

www.carlosbarberena.com 

www.laprensa.com.ni 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nicaragua Summer Exchange  

Toll free- 1.888.674.0408 
nica@tds.net 

www.highschoolspanish.org 

Learn Why? Nicaragua placed high on the list of 

Happy Places!  www.happyplanetindex.org/ 
 

Best Guide book- Moon handbook Nicaragua 

http://www.hechomagazine.com/
http://www.perrozompopo.com/
http://www.carlosbarberena.com/
http://www.laprensa.com.ni/
http://www.highschoolspanish.org/
http://www.happyplanetindex.org/

